
How would the
different #PCM

Personality Types
try to convince you

to stop smoking?
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It simply doesn't make sense.
There are so many studies

showing the negative effects of
smoking: they include

cardiovascular disease, cancer,
chronic lung disease, and diabetes.

Think about it! Be smart! 

Thinker

#thoughts

#facts #logic

#information
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You should value your health more. It's
not normal to do something that hurts

you in the long term. If you believe
your life and your family are

important, then it doesn't matter how
hard it is to quit smoking. Show me
you're the person I trust and whose

character I respect! 

Persister

#opinions
#trust#loyalty

#values
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I care about you and I want you to
be well. It makes me sad knowing
that you are risking your health. 
I feel that quitting smoking is a

pledge of self-care and self-love. I
am here if you need help or you're

feeling down. 

Harmoniser

#emotions
#relationships #friends

#compassion
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What it would be like if you'd
stopped smoking? I've been

reflecting on this and I can already
see it: you'd have more energy, you'd

be healthier, and you'd save some
money. I'm imagining it won't be
easy, but try and see for yourself

how good it would be... 

Imaginer

#inactions
#imagination

#reflections
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Duuude! Quit that smoking s%£t!
I hate that smell! 

Let me tell ya the last joke! 

"Smokers are great people to go
camping with. You can easily

outrun them if a bear attacks!"

Rebel

#reactions
#humour

#likes_dislikes
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I have a challenge for you: let's
see who's quitting smoking faster.

I bet you €500 I'll do it faster.
 

The bottom line is: who stops
smoking first wins! Let's get

started!

Promoter

#actions

#results

#initiative

#getsstuffdone
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...and learn to better connect
and communicate with those

around you. 
 

"If you want them to listen,
speak their language"

Join my Open
PCM Workshops

#thepcmlady

#communication

#pcmworks

#stressmanagement
#appliedpsychology Magda Tabac



“Hi Magda! I just wanted to share with you and your
community how awesome you are as a person and as
a trainer. I did not realize this at the time as I had no
reference point, however, it just happens to me to
talk with people that came across PCM multiple
times previously and the level of their understanding
of the model is not even close to what you managed
to pass on to us. Knowing one subject is one thing,
being able to teach others about it it's completely
different and you most certainly excel at this. Thank
you again for everything, I've used the model a lot
since, and I love it more as days pass by :)”

Taisia Bucur, Team Lead

C L I E N T  T E S T I M O N I A L
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/annamarsden-luminescence/

